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What I aim to cover

What editors need:

• to correct misconceptions 
• to get guidelines into editorial practice
• to have really useful guidelines 
• a new statement: CLEAR



Misconceptions about reporting guidelines

• that these guidelines set strict standards for 
research conduct 

• that, if a journal endorses a guideline, no 
study that fails to tick all the boxes can be 
accepted 



What deters editors?

“We’d never get any RCTs if we asked 
authors for CONSORT – trials are just 
not done well enough in our field”

Editor of a peer reviewed high impact specialist journal, 2008



Too many notes?

STROBE short paper
Abstract 217 words, main text 1866 words, 1 table, 28 
references 
– and 22 items

“The STROBE checklist is best used in conjunction 
with the explanation and elaboration article”

STROBE Explanation and elaboration
Abstract 225 words, text 19,999 words, 1 table with 
checklist, 237 references
Text includes 8 boxes and 45 examples of reporting 
(including 8 tables and 1 flow chart) 
29 web pages at Annals of Internal Medicine



..and overextended?

CONSORT (revised) and extensions for reporting:

• harms: Ann Intern Med 2004; 141(10):781-788. 
• noninferiority and equivalence trials: JAMA 2006; 

295(10):1152-1160 
• cluster trials: BMJ 2004; 328(7441):702-708. 
• herbal interventions: Ann Intern Med 2006; 

144(5):364-367.  
• …and more to come



Getting reporting guidelines into editorial practice

Make them easier for editors and authors to use

• EQUATOR - a huge leap forward
• EQUATOR training for editors and reviewers –

an important step
• what else?

– clarify guidelines’ provenance
– “how to” advice for editors, reviewers, and authors
– publicise EQUATOR



Clarify provenance and transparency

• who decides which guidelines are needed?
• who forms the guidelines groups?
• who decides whether a guideline is listed at 

EQUATOR, and what are the criteria?
• should EQUATOR include pre-publication 

reporting guidelines eg PROCTOR? And ethics 
guidelines?





Make guidelines easier to use

Could EQUATOR have “how to” sections, like 
COPE’s, for editors, reviewers, and authors?

• flowcharts
• suggested wording for advice and letters
• instructions at top of each checklist





Advice to journal authors



Advice with teeth

Many thanks for sending us your paper, which we have read with 
interest and plan to send for external peer review, only 40% of our 
articles get this far. Before we do, however, we need you to provide 
some further information. 

The information we need is itemised below (with an X). Please either 
include the information in your manuscript and re-upload a revised 
manuscript or upload the required information in a separate file as 
supplementary data.

_X__  CONSORT statement 
Please see
http://resources.bmj.com/bmj/authors/types-of-article/research

We are not asking you at this stage to restructure the paper, but we 
would like to have the CONSORT flow chart, and the CONSORT check
list, with page references indicating where the questions are answered 
in your paper.

http://resources.bmj.com/bmj/authors/types-of-article/research




Overload

At the BMJ:

• 8000 submissions a year
• 4000 research
• up to 2000 sent for external review, at least 

1000 with checklists
• 600 checklists to review in depth at committee

Help us, don’t hinder!



Will reviewers, editors, and advisers 
read the checklists?

…tell them why they should



Better PR for EQUATOR

• spread the word 
• get ‘em young 
• encourage editors to speak out (and about)
• get researchers interested
• focus on aims and benefits of guidelines



Do guidelines make papers more useful?

Strike balance between relevance and detail, 
to encourage authors’ and editors’ buy in

• editors want research that’s good enough to 
publish – the best is a rare beast

• for readers - is science clearer but meaning 
lost?

• can clinicians more easily use the evidence?
• can other researchers replicate the study?
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Fig 2 Graphical depiction of interventions in a trial of community based nurses specialising in 
Parkinson's disease



EQUATOR-lite?

• weighted items for each guideline?
• minimum requirements highlighted on 

checklists?
• …or too risky?



CLEAR statement

Concise Lists for Editors and Authors on Reporting 
(CLEAR)*

• for each reporting guideline on EQUATOR editors need:
– aim stated simply
– downloadable checklist and flowchart
– minimum requirements (?)

• for all guidelines suggest:
– wording for advice to authors and reviewers 
– “how to” hints on editorial workflow

* or TEA – That’s Enough Acronyms



Thanks

Trish Groves
tgroves@bmj.com
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